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LETTERSTO THE EDITOR
To THEEDITOR:

I have read with great interestthe essay "Fraud
and Illusion in the Anti-NewtonianRearGuard,"
by James Evans (Isis, 1996, 87:74-107). The
fascinating "detective story" he describes concerns an episode of impure science during the
Enlightenment.Two letters-the first dated 15
November 1768, from Samoens, Savoy, and
signed "Jean Coultaud, former professor of
physics at Turin,"and the second dated 15 August 1771, from Sion, Valais, and signed "Mercier"-were sent to a scientificjournalin Paris.
They contained invented data refuting Newtonian attraction,and Evans arguesthatthe culprit
was Hyacinthe-SigismondGerdil, "theologian,
Cartesian philosopher, later a cardinal of the
CatholicChurch,and, in the last years of his life,
a candidatefor the papacy"(p. 101).
It is very difficult for me to imagine that Gerdil was the authorof these letters. At the time
his intellectual honesty was universally recognized, and his battles were both liberal and genuine. Gerdil devoted his life to pedagogy; his
sincere love for the Enlightenmentis probably
best demonstratedby his work devoted to the
establishmentof the Academy of Science of Turin. This was not an easy task, and he fought for
the academy along with people like Lagrange
and Condorcet.1Evans remarksin the introduction to his essay that "whetherwe succeed in
identifying a culpritis, of course, less important
than ... understanding the reasons" for this late

attack on Newtonian principles (p. 75)-and
that is the real motivation for this letter. In arguing that Gerdil had "motive and opportunity"
to write the letters, Evans notes that "he was a
Cartesiannaturalphilosopherdevotedto vortices
and opposed to attraction"and "a native of Samoens who had taught at the University of Turin." But because, as Evans says, "the evidence
against Gerdil is, to be sure, mostly circumstantial"(p. 102), let me suggest some othercircumstances and motivations that could also be examined.
Impurescience is not inspired only by fraud
and illusion. Derision and mockery can lead to
jokes, and the literaryundergroundof the midEnlightenment,the "GrubStreet"so nicely described by Evans, had more than one reason to
cultivatea feeling of contemptfor academicians,
schools, and systems. A representativefigureof

this undergroundwas Louis-SebastienMercier,
once dismissed as one of the "oublieset dedaignes," but now understood as an outstanding
original precursorof Romanticism. Mercier is
well known as the authorof the Tableaude Paris
(Amsterdam,1783);he also wrotea fantastictext
of antiscience, De l'impossibilite du systeme astronomique de Copernic et de Newton (Paris,
1806).2

Mercier is a fascinating and relatively unexplored figure. His aversion to Newton was universally recognized; we may note, following
Leon Beclard, one of his biographers,that at the
time of the events described by Evans he was
just "en pleine liberte, livre a lui meme et aux
lettres, courant simultanementtoutes les carrieres proposees aux auteursdu temps." Another
biographer,Cousin d'Avalon, says that during
these tumultuousyears he even composed sermons for a priest-and that the pay was very
good. Had Mercier some part in this "affair"?
The second letter is, after all, signed "Mercier";
and Bertier says explicitly in his retractionthat
he thinks the experiments "veritable pour le
fond, quoiqu'embelliepar un homme d'esprit."3
Evans observes, correctly, that "in a detective
story, it is bad mannersto introducea new suspect late in the plot" (p. 101). However, I think
that some doubts and suspicions remain.
MASSIMOGERMANO
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
Turin Polytechnic
Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24
10129 Turin, Italy
NOTES
1. On Gerdil (1718-1802) see Biographie universelle ancienne et moderne(Paris:Michaud, 1821). On
the Turinacademysee Vincenzo Ferrone,Lepremesse
e la fondazione (Tra Societa e Scienza, 200 anni de
storiadell'Accademia delle Scienze di Torino) (Turin,
1988).
2. The latterwork bears the motto "L'algebreest le
pr6cipite de la pensee humaine; la verite n'est point
dans des amplificationsde trigonometrie:mendacesfilii hominumin stateris."On Mercier(1740-1814) see
Biographie universelleancienne et moderne;C. Monselet, "Mercier,"in Les oublies et les dedaignes (Poulet Malassis, 1857); and M. Delon, "Introduction,"in
Paris le jour, Paris la nuit (Paris:Laffont, 1990).
3. Leon Beclard,SebastienMercier,sa vie, son oeuvre, son temps (Paris: Champion, 1903), p. 26; and
Cousind'Avalon, Mercieriana(Paris:Langlois, 1834),
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p. 84. See also Massimo Germano,Scienza impuranel
secolo dei lumi (Turin:Levrotto& Bella, 1998), from
which the quotationfrom Bertier's retractionis taken.
IN REPLY:

Massimo Germanois correct to say that I was
able to provide only circumstantial evidence
linking Hyacinthe-Sigismond Gerdil to the
fraud. The circumstancesinclude Gerdil's connections to Turin and Samoens, to be sure. But
for me the most persuasivefact is that the fictitious letter from "JeanCoultaud"was datedNovember 1768-only a month after the publication in the Journal des Sfavans of Lalande's

paperthat refutedGerdil's own refutationof attractionby appealsto experimentsmade on capillary tubes. Thus we have not only motive and
opportunitybut also an understandableprovoking cause. I will grantthatGerdilsharedEnlightenment values. But it is also true that he never
gave up on Descartes. And in sketching a complete pictureof Gerdil's values it is not irrelevant
to recall thathe laterbecame Prefectof the Propaganda and Correctorof OrientalBooks. Nevertheless, I agree with Germano that the case
against Gerdil is not conclusive. It is also important to remember that some of the direct
participantsin the debate over the fraudulent
experiments-most notably Joseph-Etienne
Bertier-had more at stake than did Gerdil and
that some of Bertier's contemporariessuspected
him of involvementin the fraud.Whetheror not
we can identify "JeanCoultaud"with a particular culprit, the most significant aspect of the
story is the insight it providesinto the anti-Newtonian rear guard and their use of the popular
press.
Germano suggests that the author of the papers by "Jean Coultaud" and "Mercier"may
have been Louis-Sebastien Mercier. This is an
intriguingsuggestion. But as far as I am able to
tell there is no evidence that L.-S. Mercierwas
interestedin questionsof physics at this stage of
his life, when he seems to have been largely occupied by the theater and his ceaseless literary
battles.If Mercierwere concernedaboutthe system of attraction,The Year 2440 would have
provided an excellent opportunity to set the
world straight,for it was publishedin 1771, with
other editions in 1772 and 1774-right in the
course of the Coultaud-Mercieraffair. The narratorawakens after a sleep of 672 years to find
the world wonderfullytransformed.Since there
is a chapter(Chapter31: "Le cabinet du roi")in
Mercier'sutopiathatdeals with the sciences, this
would have been a good place to insert a correc-

tion of the system of attractionif it had been a
passionateconcernof Mercier's at the time. Mercier denounces the vain fabricatorsof systems
and criticizes the fakery that often accompanies
public lectures and demonstrationsof experimentalphysics. But he is very enthusiasticabout
advances in useful science. These are pretty ordinarysentiments,andthereis nothingexplicitly
anti-Newtonianhere. Indeed, in Chapter 19, in
the course of a discussion of the place of our
souls in the universe,we find:"Thesoul of Newton has flown by its own activitytowardall those
spheres that he had weighed. It would be unjust
to thinkthatthe breathof deathhad extinguished
this mighty genius."' This seems to imply that
Newton was still admiredin the year 2440. But
the real challenge in proposingL.-S. Mercieras
the culprit-as with any other possible candidate-would be to uncover some evidence linking him to our circle of subjects, to the Journal
des Beaux-Arts et des Sciences (in which the

fraudulentpapers appeared),or to the granddebate over the reality of attraction.Readers who
wish a more detailed defense of Gerdil and a
more strenuouseffort to tie L.-S. Mercierto the
case should refer to Germano's interestingand
lively little book.2
JAMESEVANS
Department of Physics
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 98416
NOTES
1. [Louis-SdbastienMercier],L'an deux mille quatre cent quarante: Reve s'il en flit jamais (London,
1772 [the imprintis false, and this edition was probably printedin Dresden]),p. 133. On Mercierand The
Year 2440, besides the works cited by Germano,see
Robert Darnton, The Forbidden Best-Sellers of PreRevolutionaryFrance (New York: Norton, 1995).
2. Massimo Germano,Scienza impuranel secolo dei
lumi (Turin:Levrotto& Bella, 1998).

TO THE EDITOR:

A review I wrote of John Dawson's book Logical Dilemmas was recently published in Isis
(1998, 89:356-357). The originaltext of my review read at a certain point: "The author says
thatin a lecturepublishedin 1929 Hilbert'raised
the question of syntactic completeness' (p. 52)
for first-orderlogic; in that lecture he stated
somewhat vaguely the problem of semantic
completeness, but not the problem of syntactic
completeness (or Post completeness)."The editing process at the journal transformedthis bit
into the following: "Dawson says, for example,
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thatin a lecturepublishedin 1929, David Hilbert
'raised the question of syntactic completeness'
(p. 52) for first-orderlogic and stated somewhat
vaguely the problem of semantic completeness,
but not the problem of syntactic completeness
(or Post completeness)."As it is clear from the
text that follows in the review, I was not attributing to Dawson the absurd claim that Hilbert
both raisedand did not raise the questionof syn-

tactic completeness in his lecture.I was denying
thatHilbertraisedthe question.I will be grateful
if you could publish this correctionin yourjournal.
MARIOGOMEZ-TORRENTE

Institutode InvestigacionesFilosdficas
U.N.A.M.
Ciudad Universitaria
Mexico City D.F. 04510, Mexico
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